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A B S T R A C T

The Swiss Spallation Neutron Source SINQ of the Paul Scherrer Institute provides neutrons via proton-induced
spallation reactions in a lead target. Produced neutrons are thermalized and impinge on 235U-targets, enclosed
in a three-part chamber assembly, which is located in the inner wall of the SINQ shielding. The thermal-
neutron-induced fission products can be readily transported from this chamber assembly to a radiochemical
laboratory using the gas-jet technique either with a pure carrier gas or with an aerosol-particle-loaded carrier
gas. In the past, mainly radioisotopes of the elements Se, Br, Rb, and Kr were retrieved and used for gas-phase
chemistry experiments. Here, we present first experiments after the commissioning of the SINQ gas-jet facility
as a source of recoverable, non-volatile and volatile, carrier-free fission products for general radiochemical
studies and other applications.
. Introduction

Radionuclides are routinely used in various fields of science and
echnology. Examples are cancer diagnostics and therapy, material
ciences for characterization purposes (e.g., Mössbauer spectroscopy, as
ources or markers [1]), in analytics for the determination of elemental
ontents, e.g., via neutron activation or for the study of chemical prop-
rties in general [2,3]. The availability of a variety of radionuclides is
lso essential in the field of transactinide-element-related, fundamental
esearch (chemical studies of all elements with 𝑍 ≥ 104) in order
o develop and benchmark experimental approaches with their lighter
omologs [4]. Therefore, an easy and continuous access to a diverse
ortfolio of carrier-free radioisotopes of different chemical elements is
f interest. In particular, nuclear fission represents a feasible way to
btain carrier-free radionuclides in the form of fission products (FPs)
uitable for a variety of purposes.

Neutron-induced fission of, e.g., 233U, 235U or 239Pu, is a well-
tudied process [5] and finds its obvious application in nuclear power
eneration. Nuclear fission occurs, e.g., after thermal neutron capture,
ielding light and heavy fission fragments [6]. In this process a total
nergy of ≈170MeV is released together with several neutrons [7].
eutron-induced asymmetric fission of 235U (as used in the herein
resented experiments) was studied comparatively early on and the
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fission-fragment mass distribution was described already in [8]. The
latter is characterized by a double-hump distribution around mass
numbers 90 and 140, which is a result of the shell structure of the
produced nuclei. The two maxima of the distribution indicate the center
of the lighter FP peak (lighter FPP) and of the heavier FP peak (heavier
FPP). Due to the conservation of energy and momentum during the
fission process, the total energy release is split in such a way, that
the isotopes of the lighter FPP obtain a higher kinetic energy than the
isotopes of the heavier FPP.

In order to make the produced FPs available for experiments, an
adequate coupling between the production site and a radiochemical
laboratory is required. For this, a suitable approach is the applica-
tion of a gas-jet, which was originally introduced by Wollnik and
colleagues [9] in 1976 and is still used today [10]. It shall be noted, that
herein after the term ‘‘gas-jet’’ refers to systems employing pure carrier
gases as well as aerosol-particle-loaded carrier gases for the transport
of radionuclides. In an initial step of the herein presented setup, the
nuclear reaction products (i.e., the FPs) are stopped and thermalized in
an appropriate gas after recoiling out of the thin 235U-targets. Aside
from the readily transported volatile fraction of FPs (e.g., Xe), the
transport of radioisotopes of non-volatile chemical elements occurs
via the addition of aerosol particles to the carrier gas. The aerosol
particles act as vehicles onto which non-volatile radionuclides adsorb.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the High Intensity Proton Accelerator facility (HIPA) and the Swiss
Spallation Neutron Source SINQ at PSI together with the SINQ gas-jet installation.
The HIPA facility consists of three cascading accelerators, namely a Cockcroft–Walton
accelerator (1), the Injector-2 cyclotron (2) and the ring cyclotron (3); these provide
a ≈590MeV proton beam (4), which is eventually stopped in the SINQ target (5).
The spallation-produced neutrons are thermalized in the heavy water moderator (6)
surrounded by the stainless steel and concrete biological shielding (7). The gas-jet
target assembly is located within this shielding inside the sector 60 insertion module
(8), which is connected by 80m-long capillaries (9) to the radiochemical lab (10).

epending on the intended experiment, a variety of aerosol materials
an be employed for this purpose: For example, KCl can be used to
enerate soluble aerosol particles with a transportable size distribution
etween 60 nm to 100 nm [11].

The first gas-jet system, used at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) for
Ps, was the SAPHIR gas-jet system, introduced by Nai-Qi et al. [12]
n 1989. The system was installed on an external beamline of the
APHIR research reactor and was also used for preparatory studies with
iobium radioisotopes as surrogates for dubnium (Db, 𝑍 = 105) [12].
fter the decommissioning of SAPHIR at the end of 1993, the used

35U-targets were transferred to the then newly built Swiss Spallation
eutron Source (SINQ) to ensure further access to FPs for radio-
hemical investigations at PSI. Driven by the 590MeV proton beam

of the High-Intensity Proton Accelerator (HIPA) facility, the SINQ at
PSI has provided ever since its installment neutrons originating from
high-energy proton-induced spallation in a lead target. The neutron
spectrum at the position of the 235U-targets, located in the inner shield-
ng of SINQ, is largely dominated by thermal neutrons, thermalized by
he heavy water moderator surrounding the SINQ target. The initial
eutron flux with a thermal equivalent of ≈1014 cm−2 s−1 mA−1 at the

spallation target [13] is reduced to ≈109 cm−2 s−1 mA−1 at the position
of the target chambers [14]. This results in an average FP rate of
≈2 ⋅ 107 s−1 mA−1 for the entire target assembly.

The first studies conducted at the SINQ gas-jet facility were at-
mospheric chemistry-related experiments [15,16]. Since only volatile
species were targeted during these studies, aerosol-particle-loaded car-
rier gases were not used. Instead, reactive gases such as carbon monox-
ide were added to the helium carrier gas in order to promote chemical
reactions of the FPs. In these studies, chemical compounds containing
radioisotopes 83–87Se as well as their corresponding bromine daughters

ere investigated. With the emerging access to FPs from the sponta-
eous fission of 252Cf through the fission source ‘‘Miss Piggy’’ [17] at

the University of Bern, the SINQ gas-jet facility at PSI stopped being
used in 2002. The easier and constant access to FPs from 252Cf was
accompanied by additional hardware problems at the SINQ gas-jet
installation itself. However, a recently finished and extensive upgrade
of the control system as well as the exchange of almost all not activated
hardware components, has allowed to relaunch experiments at this
facility.
2

Fig. 2. Scheme of the 235U-target assembly of the SINQ gas-jet facility in the sector 60
insertion module of the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source SINQ at PSI under irradiation
with thermal neutrons. The proton beam (1), provided by the HIPA facility (see also
Fig. 1), impinges on the SINQ spallation target (2); the resulting neutrons (yellow) are
largely thermalized in the heavy water moderator tank (3) and can subsequently exit
through a dedicated beamline (4) to the target chamber, located in the inner biological
shielding (5) with the shutter (6). The latter controls the neutron flux on the target
assembly (7): If the shutter is open, the 235U-target chamber assembly is exposed to
neutrons, thus leading to recoiling fission products; these can be mobilized by means of
the (aerosol-particle-loaded) carrier gas. The enlargement shows the three cylindrical
chambers with individual indications for the entering and exiting carrier gas flow (black
arrows), the 235U-targets (red) as well as the nickel degrader foils (black).

Here, we present the results from the recommissioning of the SINQ
gas-jet facility. This work aims at establishing a radionuclide inventory
in dependence of the used transport method, i.e., an inert gas ver-
sus an aerosol-particle-loaded carrier gas transport, as well as of the
experimental conditions and the measurement procedure. The results
will serve as a basis for future radiochemical experiments with the
determined radionuclides at carrier-free amounts. Furthermore, the
influence of originally included Ni degrader foils on top of some of the
235U-targets are addressed.

2. The SINQ gas-jet facility

The SINQ gas-jet system is located at the Swiss Spallation Neutron
Source (SINQ), which is driven by the high-intensity, high-energy
proton beam of the HIPA facility (see Fig. 1). The following subsections
describe the individual parts of SINQ gas-jet system.

2.1. The 235U-target assembly

Located in the sector 60 insertion module of the SINQ, a three-part
235U-target chamber assembly is installed (Fig. 2). The target assembly
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Fig. 3. The gas-jet transport system spanning between the radiochemical laboratory (framed in turquoise) to installations at the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source SINQ (framed in
yellow; for a detailed chamber description, see Fig. 2) with (A) the carrier gas supply system with electromagnetic valves and mass flow controllers for carrier gas mixtures of
up to four gases, (B) the collection point for the fission products (FPs), (C) the HPGe 𝛾-detector, (D) large-capacity, activated charcoal traps at the exhaust, and (E) the backing
pump. The transport modes of FPs are (1) the salt-aerosol generator using a tubular furnace, (2) a pure carrier gas, and (3) the spark-discharge aerosol generator; at position (B),
aerosol-particle-loaded carrier gases (non-volatile FPs) are passed over a glass-fiber filter, while pure carrier gases (volatile FPs) are retained in an activated charcoal trap.
is placed behind a remotely controlled neutron shutter on the outer
wall of the SINQ moderator tank. Two 235U-targets are mounted on
opposite walls in each cylindrical chamber (i.e., six targets in total). All
chambers have a 70mm inner diameter. Whereas, chambers 1 and 3 are
25mm long, the central chamber 2 has a length of 70mm. Each chamber
has one inlet and one outlet tube (both made of anodized aluminum)
with a dimension of 4 mm × 2 mm (outer × inner diameter), which are
directly welded-in on opposite sides of the chamber. Aluminum was
chosen to limit long-lived neutron-activation products within the target
assembly itself. The inlet and outlet capillaries can be connected on the
outside of the SINQ insertion module to two types of transport lines
(i.e., stainless steel or polyethylene tubing), which link the production
site to the radiochemical laboratory.

The 235U-targets were prepared by molecular electroplating with
surface densities between 80 μg cm−2 and 180 μg cm−2 of highly en-
riched 235U (enriched to 99.7%) on 62(2) mm circular aluminum back-
ings. In total, 21.76mg 235U were used for all targets. Nickel foils were
placed onto all targets in chambers 1 and 2, while the two targets in
chamber 3 remained uncovered. The purpose of the nickel degrader
foils was the potential suppression of isotopes of the heavier FPP in
favor of the lighter FPP (a hypothesis tested in the herein presented
experiments). While the two targets from chamber 1 were covered by
6 μm thick Ni foils, the two targets in chamber 2 were covered with
3 μm thin foils of Ni.

A neutron shutter separates the 235U-target assembly from the
SINQ target in ≈2.5m distance (Fig. 2). The shutter with a central
opening consists of an aluminum drum filled with boron carbide (with
boron featuring a high cross section for (n, 𝛼)-reactions and ther-
mal neutrons), whereas the remaining neutron shielding is made of
high-purity stainless steel. The cylindrical hole in the shutter has a
diameter of ≈6 cm. Thus, a fully opened drum shutter allows for a full
‘‘illumination’’ of the entire diameter of the target assembly by the
incoming neutron beam. Moreover, the opening angle of the shutter
is fully adjustable and can be remotely controlled from the laboratory
by means of the gas-jet control system. This allows the operator to
gradually reduce the neutron flux [18]. Fission rates of up to ≈8⋅106 s−1

per 235U-target can be reached with a 1mA proton beam on the SINQ
target. When fully closed, the shutter reduces the neutron flux by a
factor of about 150 [14].

2.2. The gas-jet transport system

The general layout of the gas-jet transport system is depicted in
Fig. 3. A setup of electromagnetic valves and mass flow controllers,
3

located in the radiochemical laboratory and connected to a central
control system (see Section 2.3), are used to define and activate user-
specific gas flow parameters at the beginning of each experiment.
In that way, a mixture of up to four different carrier gases can be
established. The gas-jet system allows for pressures of up to 2 bar (alarm
at 1.5 bar and interlock at 2 bar; mass flow rates up to 1.5Lmin−1

depending on the used gas or gas mixture). The pressure-driven carrier
gas (mixture) reaches the target chamber assembly (note that the
SINQ is located in an adjacent building) through 80m stainless steel
capillaries (6 mm × 4 mm). An individual chamber inlet has to be
opened by electromagnetic valves beforehand (one chamber at a time).
Afterwards, the stopped and mobilized fraction of FPs is transported
back to a collection point in the radiochemical laboratory. The outlet
transport lines of the target chambers can be changed between stainless
steel or polyethylene (4 mm × 2 mm). The smaller inner diameter allows
for a faster transport and thus, for a higher yield of short-lived FPs.
The transport time based on plug flow conditions between the target
chambers and the laboratory is estimated to be about 22 s at a flow
rate of 0.7Lmin−1. Including the volume of the target chambers, the
transport time increases to roughly 30 s in the case of chamber 1 or 3
and to 46 s for chamber 2. A pump was placed at the exhaust of the
circuit after the collection point to adjust the pressure gradient in the
system.

So far, two different types of aerosol generators can be included in
the gas-jet circuit to transport non-volatile radionuclides (see Fig. 3).
The salt-aerosol generator consists of a tubular furnace, hosting a
stainless steel tube into which a ceramic boat, loaded with the desired
salt (usually KCl), can be placed. Upon heating the boat to >650 ◦C,
aerosol particles are generated [12] and transported with the carrier
gas downstream to the target assembly. The second option regarding
aerosol generation is a spark discharge generator, which can be used
to produce non-soluble carbon or metal aerosol particles. An applied
potential difference of up to 10 kV between opposite electrodes, made
of the material from which the aerosol particles are to be generated,
triggers a discharge with a frequency of about 5Hz. Both approaches
lead to a particle number concentration of at least 1013 cm−3. Aerosol
particles with a mobility-diameter of around 100 nm, as obtained with
these two approaches, are transported with high yields to the target
chambers. Therein the thermalized, non-volatile FPs adsorb onto the
surface of the aerosol particles and thus, can be transported to the
radiochemical laboratory [9].

In the laboratory, the volatile FPs are typically accumulated using
activated charcoal traps, whereas the non-volatile fraction of FPs can

be collected by passing the aerosol-particle-loaded carrier gas through
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glass fiber filters. These filters retain all aerosol particles and thus, all
non-volatile species. The volatile fraction of FPs, which does not adsorb
on the surface of the aerosol particles, passes through and is retained on
another, subsequently placed charcoal trap. The decay of transported
FPs in both traps can be monitored by placing them directly in front of
a HPGe (high-purity germanium) 𝛾-detector.

2.3. Control system and safety monitoring

The SINQ gas-jet control system regulates and monitors all com-
ponents (e.g., pressure gauges and mass flow controllers) and ensures
safe operation within the framework of predefined interlock criteria
(e.g., maximum pressures in the target chambers, thresholds of the dose
rate and more). It is based on SIMATIC programmable control units
(Siemens) being driven and/or read out by a tailored software solution
(PSI in-house development). This allows users to setup and run their
experiments from the radiochemical laboratory in a fully automated
way. Keeping exposure to radioactivity low and avoiding contamina-
tion are prerequisites for a safe operation and must be ensured at all
times. Thus, several safety features have been implemented in that
respect. On the one hand, the exhaust gas is filtered through a large-
capacity activated charcoal cartridge at the exhaust of the transport
system to ensure that no radionuclides are released into the central
venting installation. Furthermore, to avoid an uncontrolled release in
case of ruptured tubing, all capillaries of the gas flow circuit are placed
in cladding tubes, while the gas-extraction points in the chemical
laboratory are kept in an air-tight box. The interstitial air from the
gas-purged cladding tubes as well as from the air-tight boxes is subject
to constant radioactivity monitoring and is continuously exchanged by
pumping it away through additional activated charcoal cartridges. The
proton beam intensity from the HIPA facility (which is proportional to
the neutron flux received on target), as the only external parameter, has
been directly embedded in the control software and can be retrieved
from the SINQ database system.

3. Experimental

To qualitatively characterize the SINQ gas-jet system, the transport
of volatile FPs from all three chambers was explored using a 9:1
(volume ratio) He/N2 carrier gas mixture (with one exception; imposed
radiation protection measures, prevented the extensive use of Ar in
the experiments described here). To demonstrate the full inventory of
accessible FPs, chamber 2 was operated with He/N2 and Ar/N2 carrier
gas mixtures, loaded with KCl aerosol particles. These were chosen to
exploit the different stopping behavior of FPs in these gas mixtures.
Two experimental parameters were kept constant at all times in order
to achieve comparable experimental conditions:

• The gas flow rate as an important parameter, mainly determining
the transport efficiency of short-lived FPs to the radiochemical
laboratory.

• The pressure in the chambers affecting the stopping behavior of
the FPs was adjusted accordingly to maintain a chamber pressure
in the range of 1.4 bar to 1.5 bar.

The experimental conditions of all conducted experiments are com-
piled in Table 1. The neutron beam shutter was fully opened during all
experiments. In the case of the experiments with pure gases only, the
transported, volatile fraction of FPs (see Section 5.1) was collected on
an activated charcoal trap (trapping efficiency close to 100% verified
by non-measurable amounts in a subsequent charcoal trap), placed
directly in front of a HPGe 𝛾-detector (ORTEC GEM 13180 SV, with
13.1% relative efficiency and a resolution of 1.68 keV at 1.33MeV).
For each of the conducted experiments, 𝛾-spectrometric measurements
were performed during the roughly two-hour-long collections as well as
12 h after the end of the corresponding experiment (𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 2 h for the

offline measurement of long-lived FPs). For the experiments employing

4

Table 1
Summary of the experimental conditions of all conducted experiments.

Chamber Gases Flow rate Pressure KCl aerosol Effective
(temperature) sampling time

[Lmin−1] [bar] [◦C] [s]

1 He/N2 0.7 1.45(1) no 7453
He/N2 0.7 1.40(3) no 7739
He/N2 0.7 1.39(1) yes (675) 7597
Ar/N2 0.7 1.49(1) yes (675) 8012
He/N2 0.7 1.44(1) no 7978

a KCl-aerosol-particle-loaded carrier gas, the oven, containing the cru-
cible with KCl, was heated to an operating temperature of 650 ◦C to
675 ◦C. The thus generated aerosol particles allowed for the transport
to and the collection of non-volatile FPs (see Section 5.2) on glass
fiber filters, which were mounted in a dedicated holder in front of the
HPGe 𝛾-detector. As in the case of the experiments with the volatile
FPs, 𝛾-spectrometric measurements were recorded during the roughly
2 h collection periods. These were likewise followed by a second 𝛾-
spectrometric measurement, conducted 24 h after the end of collection
(𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 2 h for the offline measurement of long-lived FPs). All measured
𝛾-spectra were controlled and evaluated using the Genie 2000 software
suite [19].

4. Simulations with SRIM

For a comparison with the experimental results, simulations with
SRIM were carried out [20]. To account for the random spatial occur-
rence of neutron-induced fission events in the 235U-targets, a specific
input file was generated. For this, the 235U-atoms were uniformly
distributed over the target area as well as the target thickness of
about 90 nm. The emission direction of the FPs was homogeneously
distributed into the target chamber volume. The kinetic energies of
simulated ions were randomized (normally distributed random val-
ues) according to values given in [21]. The thus generated input for
SRIM comprised information on the individual starting positions, the
emission angles, as well as the kinetic energies for 10 000 ions.

For the simulations, a density of 3.75 ⋅ 10−4 g cm−3 (𝑝 = 1.45 bar)
was used for the He/N2 gas mixture (9:1), assuming ideal gas behavior.
Furthermore, a correction factor of 1.4 was included, which accounts
for the overestimation of the stopping force in gases by SRIM [22].
Multiple simulations for two different isotopes, namely 89Kr and 138Xe,
were carried out. A radial-depth distribution was obtained by binning
the endpoints of the trajectories on a 4 mm × 2 mm grid. The results
of these simulations are presented in Fig. 4 for 89Kr (as a member of
the light FPP) and 138Xe (as a member of the heavy FPP) together with
rectangular enclosures, illustrating the two chamber sizes (black, solid
frame for chambers 1 & 3 and black, dashed frame for chamber 2).
Based on these simulations, we note the following:

• In case of chamber 1 (6 μm Ni foil; solid, green contour line and
solid, black frame) a large fraction of the 89Kr ions is stopped
within the chamber, whereas no 138Xe passes through the 6 μm
Ni foil (straight solid, green line at a depth of 0 mm).

• In case of chamber 2 (3 μm Ni foil; dashed–dotted, blue contour
lines and dashed, black frame) a little less 89Kr is stopped within
the chamber in comparison with 138Xe.

• In case of chamber 3 (no Ni foil; dashed–dotted–dotted, red
contour lines and solid, black frame) most FPs (heavy and light)
should predominantly implant in the chamber walls; heavier a
little less than lighter ions.

The experimental results and simulations are only qualitatively
comparable, as it is known that SRIM has some limitations, especially
for the description of the stopping of ions in gases [22,23]. As found
in [24], simulations of the stopping behavior of ions in gases with the
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Fig. 4. Radial-depth distribution of fission products (color scale indicates number
ensity from low [violet] to high [yellow] covering four orders of magnitude in
rbitrary units) as result of six SRIM simulations (i.e., two isotopes and three target
ettings) for all three chambers (chamber 1 with 6 μm Ni, chamber 2 with 3 μm Ni,

and chamber 3 without a Ni degrader), a He/N2 gas mixture (9:1) as well as using
the radionuclides 89Kr and 138Xe as representatives of the light fission product peak
and the heavy fission product peak; the contour lines indicate the stopping region of
68.27% (1𝜎) of FPs (note here: the full stopping of 138Xe in the 6 μm Ni degrader foils
of chamber 1 is indicated by a green line at a depth of 0 mm), whereas the chamber
sizes are shown as superimposed frames (solid, black frame for the size of chambers 1
& 3 and the dashed, black frame for the size of chamber 2).

help of SRIM may deviate from experiments by up to a factor of 4.
Furthermore, Sigmund and colleagues [23] report on discrepancies of
SRIM data even for the solid phase. These observations in combination
with our experimental results as well as uncertainties regarding the
target setup and installation roughly 30 years ago (e.g., uncertainties
of foil thicknesses), prevent a one-to-one quantitative comparison.

5. Results and discussion

The thermal neutron-induced fission of 235U and its resulting FPs
are well known [8]. Since a variety of different radionuclides is pro-
duced, the resulting 𝛾-spectra are complex, which complicates the
data evaluation (e.g., because of superimposed 𝛾-lines). Thus, in the
displayed spectra, for reasons of simplicity, it was decided to label
only the major line of each identified radionuclide. The remaining
lines are either superpositions of several smaller lines or belong to a
radionuclide, whose main 𝛾-line is more intense. Many radionuclides
were successfully identified and a corresponding inventory of easily
accessible radionuclides has been established. For an even more de-
tailed analysis, radiochemical separations could be performed prior of
the 𝛾-spectrometric measurements.

5.1. Experiments with pure gases

Since the highest isotopic variety of FPs from both, the lighter as
well as from the heavier FPP is expected for chamber 2 (i.e., chamber
5

Fig. 5. 𝛾-spectrum (𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 7200 s; measured during collection) of short-lived fission
products, as transported from within chamber 2 with a pure He/N2 (9:1) carrier
gas mixture (0.7Lmin−1) to an activated charcoal trap; identified radionuclides are
shown for the 𝛾-energy range of (A) 20 keV to 700 keV and (B) 700 keV to 1600 keV;
background peaks are not labeled.

with the largest depth as well as a 3 μm thin Ni degrader foil), the latter
was used for the evaluation of the accessible radionuclide inventory
(see Fig. 5). The identified radionuclides in the recorded 𝛾-spectra for
a transport by a pure He/N2 carrier gas mixture, expectedly shows that
only volatile FPs reach the radiochemical laboratory. Radioisotopes of
the noble gases Kr and Xe, but also Br or I are particularly notewor-
thy. Likewise identified non-volatile species (e.g., 91Rb or 139Cs) are
exclusively daughters of transported volatile FPs.

To probe the influence of the three different target setups (i.e., the
chamber sizes as well as the different Ni degrader foils and no coverage)
on the stopping and transport of differently heavy FPs, two volatile
FPs (i.e., elements with negligible retention loss during transport)
with adequate half-lives were evaluated. In order to determine rela-
tive yields for both FPPs, the 𝛾-spectra, recorded during collection,
were analyzed for the peak areas of the main 𝛾-lines of 89Kr (𝑡1∕2 =
3.15(4) min [25], representative of the lighter FPP) and 138Xe (𝑡1∕2 =
14.08(8) min [26], representative of the heavier FPP). To this end,
the corresponding peak areas of the main 𝛾-line of each radionuclide
(𝐸𝛾[89Kr]=220.948(9) keV [25] and 𝐸𝛾[138Xe]=258.411(20) keV [26])
were normalized to the measurement time as well as the fission yields
(89Kr 4.511(63) %; 138Xe 6.297(88) % [27]) and corrected with a factor
𝑓 in order to take the in-growth and decay during collection into
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤
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Table 2
Summary of the results from three different collections/𝛾-spectrometric measurements
(three chambers, pure He/N2 carrier gas) regarding the transport of 89Kr and 138Xe as
xemplary volatile fission products from the lighter and heavier fission product peak;
he evaluated isotope ratio corresponds to the ratio of 89Kr/138Xe.
Radionuclide Live time Count rate Isotope ratio

[s] [cts s−1] Experiment SRIM

Chamber 1 (small, 6 μm Ni)
89Kr 6898 425(23) 2.00(17) ≫1138Xe 152.3(96)

Chamber 2 (large, 3 μm Ni)
89Kr 7200 2550(130) 0.1133(85) ≈1138Xe 16100(840)

Chamber 3 (small, no Ni)
89Kr 7300 837(42) 0.0764(56) 0.2138Xe 7850(400)

account (Eq. (1) taken from [19]):

𝑓𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 1 −
1 − exp

(

−𝜆 ⋅ 𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒
)

𝜆 ⋅ 𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒
(1)

where 𝜆 is the decay constant, corresponding to 𝜆 = ln(2)∕𝑡1∕2. From
this, the isotope ratios of 89Kr/138Xe were calculated (see Table 2).
The highest yields of radionuclides from the heavier FPP (i.e., isotope
ratios 89Kr/138Xe < 1) were observed in case of chambers 2 and 3
(see Table 2). This is a consequence of the higher kinetic energy of
the FPs from the lighter FPP and the thereof resulting longer stopping
range. Thus, the likelihood for these FPs to collide with the walls or
the opposite target is higher in comparison to the FPs belonging to
the heavier FPP. In contrast to that, the targets in chamber 1, both
being covered with a 6 μm Ni foil, led to an isotope ratio 89Kr/138Xe
> 1. Hence, radionuclides of the lighter FPP are dominating, whereas
larger part of the FPs from the heavier FPP was fully stopped within

he thick Ni degrader foils (see Table 2). These observations are in
eneral agreement with the trends from the simulations with SRIM (see
ection 4 and the isotope ratios given in Table 2). Although predicting
or chamber 1 that no 138Xe penetrates the 6 μm thick degrader foil,
he radioisotope was observed nonetheless during the conducted ex-
eriments. Besides the overall limited information regarding the actual
arget installation in 1993, the experimental observation may be further
xplained by thickness variations of the degrader foils (e.g., Goodfellow
tates variations of ±25% for their 3 μm and 6 μm Ni foils) as well as
redictive limitations of SRIM itself [23,24].

Generally the highest transported amounts of 89Kr and 138Xe were
btained for chamber 2 (see Table 2). Therefore, this chamber served as
eference for the following evaluation. Since chamber 2 is the deepest
hamber (i.e., 70mm) and features the thinner Ni degrader foils, overall
ore FPs are expected to be stopped in the carrier gas instead of

eing implanted in the chamber walls or in the opposite target (see
ection 4). As the isotope ratio 89Kr/138Xe is similar to the one obtained
or chamber 3 without any target coverage, the influence of the 3 μm
i degrader foil seems of minor relevance for the preferential selection
f one or the other FPP. The difference in yields between chambers
and 3 results from the different chamber depths. 89Kr was obtained
ith a relative yield (in comparison to the result for 89Kr from chamber
) of 32.9(23) %, while for 138Xe a relative yield of 48.8(36) % was
etermined. In case of both chambers, a larger part of FPs of the lighter
PP impinges into the walls due to the higher kinetic energies. This
ffect is even more pronounced for the smaller chamber 3 with a depth
f only 25mm. Thus, 89Kr and other radionuclides of the lighter FPP are
enerally transported with lower relative yields from chambers 2 and
than radionuclides from the heavy FPP, with a pronounced decrease

n case of chamber 3 due to its smaller dimensions. This experimental
bservation is backed by the trends retrieved from simulations with
RIM (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 6. 𝛾 spectrum (𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 7200 s) of long-lived daughter nuclides of initially trans-
ported short-lived fission products or long-lived fission products directly transported
from within chamber 2 with a He/N2 (9:1) carrier gas mixture, as measured after 12 h
after the end of collection; background peaks are not labeled.

The lowest amounts of transported FPs were obtained for chamber
1. The relative yields (in comparison to the results from chamber 2)
amount to 16.7(12) % for 89Kr and only 0.946(77) % for 138Xe. This is a
consequence of a larger fraction of heavier FPs being fully stopped in
the roughly 6 μm thick Ni foils (i.e., higher atomic number/mass leads
to a lower kinetic energy). Meanwhile, a still considerable amount of
FPs of the light FPP implant in the walls or opposite targets due to the
relative small chamber depth of only 25mm.

12 h after the end of collection, only longer-lived radionuclides
remain in the charcoal trap (see Fig. 6). These are either directly
transported, long-lived and volatile FPs or their daughters (e.g., 135I
with 𝑡1∕2 = 6.58(3) h and 135Xe with 𝑡1∕2 = 9.14(2) h [28]) or descendent,
long-lived radionuclides of short-lived and volatile FPs (e.g., 140Xe
with 𝑡1∕2 = 13.6(1) s and its granddaughter 140Ba with
𝑡1∕2 = 12.7527(23) d [29]).

5.2. KCl-aerosol experiments

The identification of radionuclides transported with an aerosol-
particle-loaded carrier gas is more complex due to the wider variety
of transported radioisotopes of multiple chemical elements. Mainly
radioisotopes of less-volatile elements were detected at the collection
site. The more volatile fraction of FPs (e.g., 134I or 135Xe) passed pre-
dominantly through the glass fiber filter and were transported further
downstream to a secondary charcoal trap. Thus, volatile FPs are largely
suppressed in the corresponding 𝛾-spectra. For reasons of clarity and in
agreement with the approach pursued earlier, only one radioisotope per
identified element is marked in the spectra shown below (see Fig. 7).

The isotope ratios of a representative of the lighter FPP (i.e., 84Se,
𝑡1∕2 = 3.26(10) min [30]) and the heavier FPP (i.e., 134Te, 𝑡1∕2 =
41.8(8) min [31]) were evaluated regarding the transport yields with
a He/N2 as well as a Ar/N2 carrier gas mixture. In order to do so, the
peak areas of two clearly distinguishable 𝛾-lines of the two radionu-
clides were evaluated in the corresponding 𝛾-spectra (i.e, 𝐸𝛾[84Se]=
408.2(4) keV [30] and 𝐸𝛾[134Te]= 767.20(2) keV [31]). These were
then normalized to the measurement time and corrected with the
fission yields (84Se 0.966(27) %; 134Te 6.97(20) % [27]) as well as
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Fig. 7. 𝛾-spectrum (𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 7200 s; measured during collection) of short-lived fission
products, as transported from within chamber 2 with a KCl-aerosol-particle-loaded
He/N2 (9:1) carrier gas mixture (0.7Lmin−1) onto a glass fiber filter; identified
radionuclides are shown for the 𝛾-energy range of (A) 20 keV to 700 keV and (B)
700 keV to 1600 keV; background peaks are not labeled.

the above-mentioned factor 𝑓𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤 from Eq. (1). The results of both
experiments with the two different KCl-aerosol-particle-loaded carrier
gas mixtures (see Table 3) were treated in the same way as in case of the
pure gas transport (see Section 5.1). A comparison of these experiments
with simulations using SRIM is not meaningful, as the aerosol adds an
additional degree of uncertainty to the already rather complex problem.
Thus, simulations will be even less conclusive than for the volatile
FPs. However, the comparison between the two different carrier gas
mixtures gives an impression regarding the transport perspectives using
gases with higher stopping force, e.g., argon or nitrogen.

The isotope ratio of 84Se/134Te, which is higher by more than a
actor of 10 in the case of Ar/N2 compared to He/N2, confirms the
xpected overall better stopping of FPs in the argon-based carrier gas
ixture.

The longer-lived radionuclides were likewise identified by a sec-
nd 𝛾-spectrometric measurement 24 h after the end of collection (see
ig. 8).

. Radionuclide portfolio

Considering all identified radionuclides, a final portfolio of cur-
ently accessible radionuclides can be evaluated (see Figs. 9A and 9B).
ince an overall large number of radionuclides were transported, not
7

Table 3
Summary of the results from two different collections/𝛾-spectrometric measurements
(chamber 2, two carrier gas mixtures) regarding the transport of 84Se and 134Te as
exemplary fission products from the lighter and heavier fission product peak; the
evaluated isotope ratio corresponds to the ratio 84Se/134Te.

Radionuclide Live time [s] Count rate [cts s−1] Isotope ratio

He and N2 (9:1)
84Se 7200 17.3(11) ⋅ 103

0.0888(82)134Te 26.9(14) ⋅ 103

Ar and N2 (9:1)
84Se 7200 29.6(19) ⋅ 103

0.985(91)134Te 4.16(22) ⋅ 103

Fig. 8. 𝛾-spectrum (𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 7200 s) of long-lived daughter nuclides of initially trans-
ported short-lived fission products or long-lived fission products directly transported
from within chamber 2 with a KCl-aerosol-particle-loaded He/N2 (9:1) carrier gas
mixture as measured 24 h after the end of collection; background peaks are not labeled.

all accessible radionuclides could be clearly identified and marked in
Figs. 9A and 9B. This is a consequence of different fission product
yields, decay modes, branching ratios as well as overlapping 𝛾-lines or
a superposition of background activity in the corresponding 𝛾-spectra.
Further reasons for gaps in the presented radionuclide portfolio concern
the scarcity of transport of the parent nuclide or the radionuclide
in question itself as well as a lack of 𝛾-lines of the corresponding
radionuclide.

7. Summary

The recommissioned SINQ gas-jet facility is a versatile source for
a large variety of FPs from thermal neutron-induced fission of 235U.
The FPs can be readily transported by the gas-jet technique to the
radiochemical laboratory. The recommissioned system has been de-
scribed and characterized as well as a radionuclide portfolio has been
established. A variety of short- as well as long-lived, volatile and non-
volatile radionuclides could be identified (see Figs. 9A and 9B). Beside
the qualitative analysis in the form of a radionuclide portfolio, the
preferential transport of FPs from the light and heavy FPP out of the
three chambers was addressed in dependence of the individual chamber
setup. Under certain experimental conditions, it was shown that either
of them may be preferentially transported. However, these findings are
of minor relevance regarding actual experimental implications.

The herein presented results highlight the potential of the SINQ
gas-jet facility as a versatile source of neutron-rich, carrier-free ra-
dionuclides in Switzerland, which can be used for a wide variety of
radiochemical experiments. Subsequent physical or chemical separa-
tions may lead to single, radiochemically pure samples of a carrier-free
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Fig. 9. Excerpt of the chart of nuclides, highlighting all yet identified radionuclides in blue (pure gas transport only), in red (aerosol-particle-loaded carrier gas transport only),
and in purple (observed with both transport approaches) as fission products from thermal neutron-induced fission of 235U with (A) the lighter fission product peak, and (B) the
heavier fission product peak (stable isotopes are displayed in black).
radionuclide for dedicated investigations. These tracers will be used
to perform studies from applied topics all the way to fundamental
radiochemical research. First radiochemical studies comprised tests
of an innovative whey-based filter material [32]. The transport and
collection of a broad portfolio of radionuclides using a KCl-based gas-
jet enabled the preparation of aqueous samples containing carrier-free
radionuclides. The retention of a broad variety of radioisotopes of
various chemical elements on the novel filter material revealed a rather
universal applicability with low elemental selectivity [33]. Further
developments are currently pursued in the form of, e.g., a continuous
transfer of radionuclide-loaded salt aerosols into the liquid phase [34].
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